
How to Win the Counter-Strike: Global Offensive? 
Why is it always difficult to compete with other professional players? It’s always asked by 
beginners who want to enjoy their spare time by sharing experience with other fanatic 
gamers. In fact without learning strategies about Counter-Strike: Global Offensive, it is 
always difficult to be a winner. Your general purpose when entering this famous counter 
strike is either to accomplish the mission or to kill all the members of opponent team. 
 
If you are successful to achieve it, you deserve to be a winner. How to achieve this way? 
Don’t worry. There are ranges of ways that can be identified by the beginners for improving 
their skill into the most. 
 
If you can’t accomplish the mission excellently, just turn your goal into killing all your 
enemies. Keep focus on their belts. It’s reliable way to make a real disaster for your 
opponent teams. Why do you need to keep focus on the belts when usually head is 
recommended target when shooting the enemies? Of course, apart from the essential part of 
body, shooting a head will make quick death into the enemy. Yet it is actually difficult to 
apply for. Certainly it will be difficult for every beginner 
 
Counter-Strike: Global Offensive 
 
But practice will actually make beginners more perfect to accomplish the mission. Just keep 
practice on and on, especially when learning the techniques of a variety of weapons. As a 
matter of fact, due to a wide range of weapons, it is necessary for you to learn each weapon 
to identify each characteristic and know well which one you should take. The most essential 
thing to practice is CV 74 and M4. They are essential weapons which are worth to try on. 
 
To every round, it is always important to purchase armor in the beginning. It will give you 
security when battling with your enemies. After releasing fires, don’t forget to reload the 
weapon. Of course, reloading the weapon must be done in high carefulness. If you notice 
the presence of enemies around you, be careful. They will strike you when you are not alert. 
 
What if your opponent team traps you with a bomb? Just heading at another direction and be 
sure your backs head the bomb. This is essential way to perform self defense against bomb. 
At least you will get least affected. If you want to have a deadly gun, Desert Eagle can be the 
way to go. It is best picked gun with high speed and two fires. If you direct the gun into the 
chest, t will create lethal menace to the enemies and kill them easily. 
 
If you notice enemies hiding at walls, don’t hesitate to aim the gun directly to the walls 
because the bullets can penetrate them and strongly kill your enemies. What if your enemy 
nearby you? Just press SHIFT when approaching him to make your footsteps clearly 
invisible. Directly fire him before he catches you. 
 
At last, it’s really important to learn about tricks of Counter-Strike: Global Offensive. You will 
understand how to accomplish the mission without getting trapped into bombsites and killed 
by the opponent teams. Good luck! 
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